Comparative Literature Course Assistantship Questionnaire
Note: The number of course assistant (CA) positions we can offer next year will depend
on how well we make the case for need in negotiating with the College.
BEFORE filling out this form, please read the Teaching Requirements on the Dept
web site here: http://complit.uchicago.edu/graduate/teaching-requirements
It is the responsibility of the applicant in all cases to meet posted deadlines.
Your name:

Years in the program:

Number of GAI points you will have earned by end of Spring THIS year
Number of GAI points you have still to fulfill:
1. Please list all your previous teaching experiences at U Chicago
2. Please list all pedagogy or preparatory classes you have attended or are scheduled to
take, the Writing Program pedagogy course or Acquisition/ Teaching of Languages
3. If you have taken the Writing Program pedagogy course, would you be interested in be
a writing intern for a Humanities core? Which core (eg Reading Cultures, Readings in
World Literature, …)?
4. If you are interested in language teaching, which? Have you taken the Acquisition and
Teaching course in that language?
5. If and only if you have already fulfilled 3 GAI units as a course assistant and/or writing
intern, do you have a topic in mind for a self-taught course ? Please describe it here with
a title and a sentence or two; we will follow up with more detailed questions.
6. Please indicate your preference among the following possibilities for which you are
qualified at the present time
Introductory
___ Course assistant in a large course
___ Course assistant in a smaller course
___ Writing intern for Hum core
___ Language instructor
Advanced
___ BA preceptor
___ Self-taught course
___ Lector in the Core
Advanced students who might be eligible for the Tave, CSGS, CSRPC, MAPH
preceptorships should consult first with their primary adviser (usually the dissertation
director) before speaking to the DGS.

